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1. Why I do care. 2. Why you might care. 
3. Before it’s released.

4. Right after it’s released. 5. Keep it going.

Agenda



Why I care.



A bit about me.
Why I care
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Why you
should care.



Your product will remain available in the world, even after you’re not testing it anymore.

Clients use a product for longer than you do.
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“It’s kind of like a Seurat painting. We often 
spend so much time looking at the details 

that we don’t back and look at the big 
picture.”

-Jennifer Riggins, QA Testing For What Your Users Really Want

http://blog.smartbear.com/quality-assurance/qa-testing-for-what-your-users-really-want/
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Embarassment.
You don’t want your product + “not working” in the 
Google auto-complete results.



Before it’s released.



Label buttons with what they do.
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Users should know what to call them. Don’t use icons alone.
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People will use things they understand.



Encourage customer feedback.
Be sneaky if necessary.









You can learn more from negative feedback 
than positive feedback.



People can’t use your product “wrong.”



Neglected pieces of user interface:

1. Page titles & headers.
2. Empty states.
3. Errors.
4. Unsupported systems.



Page titles.
Neglected pieces of user interface





Empty states.
Neglected pieces of user interface







Errors.
Neglected pieces of user interface







“The best error message is the one that never 
shows up.”

-Thomas Fuchs, How to write a great error message

https://medium.com/@thomasfuchs/how-to-write-an-error-message-883718173322




Unsupported 
systems.

Neglected pieces of user interface











Right after
it’s released.



Look at all that customer
feedback you got!



Tester
Engineer

Manager
QA Analyst

Customer Service Representative
Copywriter

Designer
Business Analyst

Don’t let your job title stop you from doing good 
work.



Tell your team you’re looking into customer 
feedback.
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Your project manager should know how you’re spending your time, 
especially when it’s not directly questioning your product.



Your team will want to know what customers 
think.

And sometimes



Add it to the list.
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Put customer feedback in your bug tracker or on your roadmap. Label them 
so you can see which ideas came from outside your team.



Tell the customers you fixed it.
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Prioritize changes that make the greatest impact for the user, then tell them 
when you’ve changed it!
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Keep it going.



Believe them.
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Work under the assumption that a bug is reproducible until you can prove 
otherwise.



Don’t hand over a hard-to-reproduce bug.*
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*Without extenuating circumstances. Or reasons.



Who do you need to talk to before you 
prioritize a customer’s bug?



Talk to your team:

1. Analytics.
2. User experience/visual design.
3. Customer service team.
4. Business analyst.
5. DevOps.
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Talk to your team:

1. Analytics.
2. User experience/visual design.
3. Customer service team.
4. Business analyst.
5. Developers.



Questions?
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